SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN
for S.A.T.B. voices and piano
with optional SoundPax and SoundTrax CD*
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Lyrics by ARTHUR FREED
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Moderate shuffle feel ($= ca. 120$) ($\frac{3}{4} = \frac{2}{4}$)
continue finger snap pattern thru m. 16

FINGER SNAPS

BASS

Sing, sing, sing, sing in’ the rain, sing,

Moderate shuffle feel ($= ca. 120$) ($\frac{3}{4} = \frac{2}{4}$)

PIANO

F Dm7 Gm7 C7

SOPRANO

ALTO

Sing, sing, sing, sing, I’m sing in’,

sing, sing in’ the rain. Sing, sing, sing in’ the

Gm7 C7 F Dm7 Gm7 C7
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I'm sing - in',

rain, sing, sing, sing - in' in the rain. Sing.

F Dm7 Gm7 C7 F Dm7

I'm sing - in', sing - in', sing - in', sing - in', sing - in', I'm sing - in'.

Gm7 C7 F Dm7 Gm7 C7